**Crew Themes**

**The Pros**

**Identity:**

"Eyes on the Prize."

Someone, perhaps one of you, has hired your group as a professional team to carry out some unsavory tasks, after having heard of your talents (but maybe not of all of them). Ask yourselves:

- What exactly each one of you wants and gets from your employer?
- What was your first operation together and how did it go?

**Power Tags**

- Professional coordination
- More available resources
- Cool-headed

**New Power Tags**

**Weakness Tags**

- Greedy bastards

---

**Masked Vigilante Investigations**

**Identity:**

"Wherever the law fails to stop crime, we need to step in."

You all agree on one thing – the wrongs you've seen cannot be allowed to continue. Whether you met in a street fight or while doing some detective work, you probably have at least one successful team investigation under your belt, such as:

- Bringing a serial criminal to justice
- Shutting down a crime lord's operation in your district
- Exposing corrupt officials

**Power Tags**

- Office space
- Got each other's back
- Blow off some steam

**New Power Tags**

**Weakness Tags**

- Stepping on each other's toes

---

**Dabblers in the Myst**

**Identity:**

"There's a reason we're all what we are; we must discover what it is."

One thing unites you all – the mystery of your existence. You have found each other in the most peculiar circumstances after each one of you reached the unavoidable conclusion that the answers you see can only be found through a much deeper understanding of reality. You dabbled with crumbly old scrolls and scrappy mad fortune-tellers trying to explain to yourselves what you are. Did you come up with anything?

**Power Tags**

- Empathic connection
- Guidance from a strange mystic
- Divine intervention

**New Power Tags**

**Weakness Tags**

- Evidence disappears

---

**Conspiracy Busters**

**Identity:**

"Finding out the truth is more important than our personal issues."

There is something big going on in the City. Whenever any of you come close to the truth about the powers that be, something uncanny happens that whisked all the evidence away. Each one of you alone does not have enough power to expose this conspiracy, so you have agreed to work together, looking for leads, crossing references, and pounding tables, until you find out the truth.

**Power Tags**

- Won't get fooled again
- Insider tip
- Surveillance equipment

**New Power Tags**

**Weakness Tags**

- Evidence disappears